
 

Minutes of the meeting of General scrutiny committee held at Council Chamber, The Shire Hall, 
St Peter's Square, Hereford, HR1 2HX on Friday 29 November 2019 at 10.15 am 
  
Present: Councillor Jonathan Lester (chairperson) 

Councillor Tracy Bowes (vice-chairperson) 
   
 Councillors: Polly Andrews, Barry Durkin, Jennie Hewitt, Bernard Hunt and 

William Wilding 
 

  
In attendance: Councillors Christy Bolderson, John Hardwick, Liz Harvey (Cabinet Member) 

and Trish Marsh (Cabinet Member) 
  
Officers: R Ball – Director for Economy and Place, R Allonby – Head of Economic 

Development, R Gabb – Programme Director Housing and Growth, A 
Lovegrove – Chief Finance Officer, K Morris – Strategic Capital Finance 
Manager, J Rushgrove – Head of Corporate Finance, D Etherton – Assistant 
Director People and Performance, and P Smith – Assistant Director All Ages 
Commissioning. 
 

27. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE   
 
Apologies were received from Councillor Symonds.  Councillor Davies – cabinet member 
– commissioning, procurement and assets also sent apologies. 
 

28. NAMED SUBSTITUTES   
 
Councillor Polly Andrews substituted for Councillor Symonds. 
 

29. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST   
 
None. 
 

30. MINUTES   
 
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 22 October 2019 be 

approved as a correct record. 
 
General Election 12 December 2019   
 
The Chairman read a statement reminding all present of the requirements of the purdah 
period preceding the general election on 12 December 2019. 
 

31. QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC   
 
A copy of the questions and answers is appended. 
 

32. QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL   
 
None. 
 
 
 



 

 
33. 2020/21 BUDGET AND CORPORATE PLAN PROPOSALS   

 
The committee’s views were sought on the budget proposals for 2020/21 and on the 
draft corporate plan. 

The Chief Finance Officer gave a presentation, a copy of which had been appended to 
the report. 

The Director for Economy and Place commented on the proposed funding for new 
initiatives as set out in the presentation slides. 

In the course of discussion the following principal points were made (page references (p) 
are to pages in the published agenda papers): 

Corporate Plan 

 A view was expressed that there was insufficient detail in relation to the climate 

emergency and it was not receiving the prominence it merited, noting that 

environment appeared as the third section in the corporate plan page at page 34 of 

the agenda papers and the climate emergency was referenced as the last bullet point 

within that section. 

The Cabinet member – finance and corporate services (CM) replied that 
consideration could be given to the way in which the information was being 
presented.  There was no assumed priority given to the three strands of the 
corporate plan as set out at p34 although it was possible that assumptions could be 
made based on the way the information was presented.  The way in which the 
budget was structured had to reflect the council’s organisational structure. 

 The stated ambition for the council to build its own sustainable council houses was 

questioned, it being understood that the proposal was subject to a feasibility study.    

 The CM commented that the principle had been agreed.  The investigation being 

undertaken was into how best this could be delivered.  Advice had been received 

that the council’s finances permitted the investment to be made and that this could 

be done prudently.  The aim was to achieve the maximum impact hence the wish to 

have a clear understanding of need.  The evidence was that the market would not 

address the affordable housing need. 

 The corporate plan did not make reference to how the council would value & invest in 

staff required to develop and deliver the council’s programmes. 

The DEP commented that the council did value its staff and made provision for 
workforce development to enable staff to acquire the skills they needed and sought 
to ensure that the council’s projects were suitably resourced. 

 A number of points were raised relating to the wording of the ambitions of the 

corporate plan.  It was suggested the wording and presentation of the ambition for 

Herefordshire and the corporate plan as a whole be reviewed.  The CM noted these 

comments. 

 Concern was expressed at the finding in relation to travel choices in the priority 

testing for the corporate plan (p46) that people living in very rural areas felt it would 

be unreasonable to expect a decent service.  Rural isolation caused many problems. 

There were options that could be explored. 

The CM commented that some of the wording used in the priority testing had caused 

some confusion.  With reference to the use of council assets to create more jobs this 

referred to investment in the Enterprise Zone and bringing forward employment sites 



 

in market towns alongside housing development to achieve sustainable growth.  The 

wording in the corporate plan and the detailed budget would be made clear. 

 

20/21 Budget 

 Clarification was provided on the proposed investment in natural flood management. 

 It was asserted that there should be more detailed measures to enhance and restore 

biodiversity.  Reference was made amongst other things to the need for tree planting, 

and it was suggested council owned land should be identified for this purpose and a 

specific budget identified.   

The CM commented that modern farming techniques had a bearing on this matter.  
Cabinet members had met the National Farmers Union and farmers to discuss the 
subject and how the council could work collaboratively with the farming community 
and what policy changes might usefully be considered.  It was noted that several 
measures were already being taken in mitigation.  The West Mercia Energy group 
was looking at energy saving and energy management projects.  Climate change 
was central to every aspect of the council’s work. 

The DEP added that several of the new initiatives set out in the report had 
environmental benefits.  There were a number of environmental investments already 
in the capital programme.  The committee would consider the budget and the capital 
programme as a whole in January.  The corporate plan recognised the climate 
emergency and the amount of work to be done but account was also taken of the 
work undertaken to date, for example the 40% reduction in the council’s carbon 
footprint in the last 4 years, solar energy production and changes to street lighting. 

 The proposed investment of up to £100m in housing was discussed.  The priority 

testing for the corporate plan, as referenced at p 42, did not rank housing as one of 

the highest priorities.  It was questioned how this investment would be financed.  It 

was also asked what the impact would be on the council’s relationship with the 

Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) in the county and suggested that this needed to 

be reflected in any associated business case. 

The Chief Finance Officer (CFO) commented that the proposal was to invest up to 
£100m in the four years from 2022/23.  In October Cabinet had approved an 
earmarked reserve of £150k to fund the investigation of different models of delivering 
council housing.  There would be a number of funding options. Borrowing would be 
expected to form part of the funding, spread over a number of years.  The 
expectation was that income streams generated would cover the revenue costs of 
providing the housing including any borrowing costs. 

The DEP commented that the importance of working well with the RSLs and other 
organisations to ensure the objective of providing housing to meet community need 
was recognised. 

The Leader commented that the proposed £100m would contribute up to 1,000 
homes in the context of a shortfall of 3,500 so would not be detrimental to the 
housing market, which was not addressing the need for smaller properties. 

The CM commented that the current housing needs assessment that underpinned 
the Core Strategy had identified a shortfall in the provision of affordable housing.  
Current policy required developments of more than 10 dwellings to include 40% 
affordable housing.  The proposed investment was to deliver further affordable 
housing in addition to that provision.  The development provided for within the Core 
Strategy would not meet the identified shortfall. 

The identification of sites would from part of the proposed investigation Cabinet had 
approved.  The sole area of focus was on renting and shared ownership to ensure 



 

the continued availability of properties for local people.  Lessons would be learned 
from other local authorities who were already engaged in such plans.  The Core 
Strategy update would include the housing needs assessment and inform 
discussions with local communities and development of neighbourhood plans about 
identifying sites. 

Clarification was sought on the costs of delivering the project including, for example, 
staffing costs.  The CFO commented that discharging the responsibilities of a 
landlord was a key issue.  However, there were a number of ways in which this could 
be done, including through another provider rather than through council employees. 

The Leader acknowledged the importance of ensuring that the project could be 
satisfactorily managed. His current view was that the council would seek to sub-
contract as much as possible. 

 Clarification was sought on the impact of the 2020/21 savings on the Economy and 

Place budget, as referenced at paragraph 27 of the report. 

The DEP commented that the savings were already identified within the Medium 
Term Financial Strategy.  As set out in the report the saving of £250k allocated to the 
Museums and Archives Services had been removed.  It was proposed that the sum 
would instead be delivered through contract efficiencies within the public realm 
contract.  The contract required providers to achieve efficiencies, delivering the same 
outcome at a lower cost to the council.   The remaining savings would be delivered 
through improvement in working practices across the directorate. 

 There was a general request that local ward members be kept informed of initiatives 

within their wards. 

 The scope for bringing empty flats over shops into use was raised.  The Programme 

Director Housing and Growth commented that work was being undertaken to 

evaluate empty properties.  It was thought that there were limited numbers of 

properties with existing flats above them.  Rather, the focus was on commercial 

properties with space that could be turned into flats.  The DEP referred to the 

Stronger Towns status awarded to Hereford City and the funding for the Leominster 

heritage action zone.  These projects would look at how buildings in these town 

centres could be better used to ensure their vibrancy. 

 A question was asked about the provision of public conveniences and the possibility 

of some investment.  The CM commented that the council had withdrawn from such 

provision over the years and the City Council and the market towns had in many 

cases taken on that responsibility. 

The DEP commented that Herefordshire Council still managed a number of public 
toilets and there were no proposals to close them.  The council also ran the 
community toilet scheme to which businesses signed up to permit their facilities to be 
used and this was publicised.  There were a number of ways in which provision could 
be made at no cost to the council, such as through the planning process where 
developers could be required to make such provision as part of any regeneration 
proposals. 

 In relation to the provision of an additional £100k to protect public transport services 

the DEP commented that this sum was to ensure that existing services were 

maintained. It recognised inflationary increases in the costs of contracts.  The 

contracts to support community bus services, upon which it was recognised that 

users were heavily reliant, amounted to some £6m.  Investment in new vehicles was 

also being proposed. 

 Reference was made to the additional capacity proposed at Peterchurch primary 

school and at Brookfield school.  It was questioned whether better use could be 



 

made of existing facilities such as, in the case of Brookfield school,  those at the 

Royal National College for the Blind in Hereford. 

The CM commented that detailed business cases would need to be provided.  
Consideration would also be given to the overall strategy for investment in schools.  
The proposed investment in Peterchurch primary school was substantial and would 
be carefully assessed.  Brookfield school was an academy.  It was a dedicated 
school for young people with specific needs.  Consideration could be given to the use 
of other educational facilities already dedicated to meeting such needs. 

 The proposed level of borrowing was questioned referencing the provision for the 

council itself to provide affordable housing (£100m) and an electric passenger 

transport fleet (£35m).  It was requested that consideration be given to engagement 

with existing providers. 

The CFO commented that the funding for a passenger transport fleet would be 
through a government grant so there would be no capital cost impact on the revenue 
budget.   

The DEP commented that the purchase of an electric bus fleet would be dependent 
on government grant.  When the vehicles were then provided to the operators the 
running costs and maintenance costs of those vehicles would be expected to be 
lower, resulting in a lower contract price to the council, as shown in the business 
case. The council worked closely with the bus operators forum recognising their role 
and the regulatory framework.  The council had previously received capital grant to 
purchase low floor buses that had then been provided to operators to run. 

 In relation to the business case – corporate fleet procurement – facilities 

management van (p151) – the DEP acknowledged consideration should be given to 

acquiring an electric or hybrid vehicle. 

 It was asked if a budget could be provided to fund bids for other market towns for 

funding such as that secured for the Leominster Heritage Action Zone. 

The HED commented that it was expected that other town based funding would be 
made available by government.  The council would bid as opportunities arose.  There 
was funding in the budget to look at provision of employment land and business 
space in market towns. 

 A member suggested it would be helpful if it was made clear in reports that regard 

was being had to the market towns and there were plans for their improvement. 

 It was confirmed that the £200k allocated for tourism was to support initiatives 

county-wide. 

The DEP added that the council did serve the county as a whole.  The report focused 
on proposals for additional money available from government grant.  The council 
constantly sought funding opportunities.   

The CM commented that there were a number of infrastructure and public realm 
plans in place for a number of the market towns.  These would in turn open up the 
possibility of development that would generate developer contributions.  The 
development of the Leominster heritage action zone plans had led to the formulation 
of new ideas that could inform future plans for other market towns. 

The DEP highlighted provision in the existing capital programme including the Local 
Transport Plan allocation for schemes across the county. 

 Information was requested on the car parking strategy (p55).  The DEP commented 

that it related to capital maintenance of existing car parks.  In terms of the wider 

strategy for car parking as set out in the Local Transport Plan and associated 

documents it was intended to seek to consolidate provision moving away from the 



 

current large number of small car parks  and this could include a multi-storey car 

park. 

 School transport policy was raised suggesting that the provision of transport to the 

nearest school rather than the catchment school was creating problems in some 

areas.  The DEP commented that the public transport team used software to 

commission services efficiently.  Investment in school travel formed part of the 

council’s transport plans including ways of encouraging a move away from car use.  

Measures within the Hereford Transport package focused on the potential for safer 

routes to schools.  This was alongside work on active travel measures. 

 Clarification was sought as to how it was proposed to spend the £3.6m allocated for 

the Hereford Transport Package.  The DEP commented that this was an allocation to 

enable progress to be made with the package subject to the outcome of the review of 

the Hereford bypass. 

 In relation to the proposed allocations of funding for Highway maintenance and 

whether these were sufficient, the DEP commented that the council had an extremely 

large highway network.  Local communities regarded highway maintenance as a 

priority and more money could be spent on it if it were available.  The council 

continued to bid for government funding when the opportunity arose and had been 

successful in doing so.  The allocation in the budget demonstrated a commitment to 

fund highway maintenance.  In assessing bids government often had regard to a 

council’s own plans and looked favourably on those demonstrating their own funding 

commitment.  Funding was also allocated for a range of sustainable transport 

measures including active travel across the City. 

 The council had a risk based approach to prioritising highway repairs.  This meant 

priority was given to principal roads with a high volume of traffic.  Market towns 

represented some 7% of the county’s highway network.  However, around 33% of 

the population lived there.  It was asked if some of the highway maintenance budget 

could be ring-fenced to the market towns.   

The DEP commented that this was an option.  However, he cautioned that the 
government had regard to the council’s asset management strategy in considering 
the allocation of grant funding.  Any decision to ring fence funding would need to 
demonstrate that this was consistent with the principles of good asset management 
across the network. 

The CM acknowledged the suggestion that the risk based approach potentially 
disproportionately disadvantaged urban areas, noting that speed of traffic was one of 
the factors used in the risk assessment and there was a 30mph limit in urban areas.  
Consideration could usefully be given in the asset management development 
process to ensure there was no unintended bias in the allocation of funding. It was 
important to be able to demonstrate that the allocation of funding was fair and 
appropriate. 

The Chairperson requested that a breakdown be provided in the budget report of the 
Band D council tax rate for the past 5 years to provide context in monetary terms not just 
percentage terms and further information on the current level of borrowing and debt. 

RESOLVED: That 
 
(a) In relation to the draft corporate plan: 

I. Specific emphasis is given to investment and commitment to high 

quality members of staff in delivering the corporate plan; 

II. the wording and presentation of the ambition for Herefordshire  and the 

corporate plan as a whole be reviewed; and 



 

III. the corporate plan should address the needs of the county as a whole 

including the market towns and their environs; 

(b) in relation to the 2020/21 budget 

I. any business cases reflect current association with business 

partners and any current government funding available; 

II. consideration be given to a specific budget for measures to address 

the climate emergency; 

III. the feasibility of allocating a ring fenced sum for highway 

maintenance to the market towns should be explored; 

IV. during development of business cases consideration be given to 

whether greater community use could be made of educational 

facilities; and 

V. the following recommendations of the Adults and Wellbeing and 

Children and Young People Scrutiny Committees be considered 

 
Adults and Wellbeing Scrutiny Committee – 18 November 2019 
1. The committee welcomes the proposed areas for investment which 

support prevention and the strengths based agenda. 
2. Acknowledging that the lack of specific details in the outline 

business cases was due to the timing constraints and early sight of 
potential projects coming forward, the committee would be pleased 
if attention can be given to the matters it has raised and for deeper 
levels of detail to be provided in the next iterations of the business 
cases.  

3. That terminology and language be used consistently, using Plain 
English. 
 
Children and Young People Scrutiny Committee – 25 November 2019 
RESOLVED: That the committee: 
• Supports the planned investments for looked after children, edge of 

care and improving social care services and requests further 
information is submitted to the committee regarding proposals for 
these services; and 

• Asks that a report concerning the dental health initiatives is 
provided to the committee setting out key performance indicators 
for the proposals. 

 
34. WORK PROGRAMME   

 
The Committee considered its work programme. 

It was proposed that a task and finish group be established to consider matters relating 
to the council’s response to the climate emergency. 

The Statutory Scrutiny Officer reported that an item had been included on the forward 
plan relating to NMiTE and in view of the committee’s interest in this matter he invited 
the committee to undertake a pre-decision call-in of the matter.   

The Head of Economic Development explained the background to the proposed 
decision. 

The Leader indicated his preference for pre-decision call-in noting the tight timescales 
involved. 

The committee provisionally agreed to consider the matter on Monday 16 December. 



 

RESOLVED: That  

(a) the draft work programme as set out at appendix 1 to the report be 
approved with the addition of a meeting to consider NMiTE; 

(b) a task and finish group be established to carry out a waste management 
strategic review as outlined in the scoping statement (attached at appendix 
2 to the report) comprising up to 6 members including Councillors Hewitt 
and Symonds (Chairperson) from the Committee with Group Leaders 
invited to fill the remaining four places providing the opportunity for there 
to be representation from all political groups; and 

(c) a scoping statement be presented to the committee for consideration as 
soon as a practicable with a view to establishing a task and finish group to 
consider matters relating to the council’s response to the climate 
emergency. 

 
35. DATE OF NEXT MEETING   

 
Monday 20 November 2020 

 
Appendix - Questions from members of the public and answers   
 
 
 
 

The meeting ended at 1.10 pm Chairperson 



Appendix 

 

PUBLIC QUESTIONS TO GENERAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE – 29 NOVEMBER 2019 

Question 1 

Mr A Walker – Hereford 

I applaud this public recognition that any additional cuts to the archives service’s budget are 
impossible to deliver without a severe negative impact on service levels and associated 
community benefits. Can the Council assure me that the proposed review process will 
acknowledge the Council’s statutory responsibility for provision of an archives service and 
the obligation to meet the licensing requirements of The National Archives? 

Response 

Thank you for your question and your support of the archives service.  The proposed review 
will take account of all statutory obligations placed upon the Council in the provision and/or 
licensing of Archive services in the County.  Furthermore, staff, stakeholders and the public 
will be pivotal to the review. 

Question 2 

Dr J Adams – Kingsthorne 

I commend the administration for their proposal to withdraw any further savings target for the 

museum and archives services in the 2019/20 budget and the recognition that this is an 

essential first step in designing and delivering a sustainable model for delivery. 

 Given that an HLF-funded review of the museum service which recognised the urgent need 

for new investment in staffing and public gallery space for the museum and art gallery has 

been in Herefordshire Council’s hands for almost two years, can the council assure me that 

the promised project to consider positive options for development will commence before the 

end of the current financial year 2019/20? 

Response 

Thank you for your question and your support of the museums service.  Council intends to 

engage with staff and stakeholders as early as possible in commencing an inclusive and 

informed evaluation of how we might sustain and enhance the delivery of a high quality 

Museum, Libraries and Archives service into the future. The budget will be finalised in 

February therefore a cultural services summit shall be convened in March.   This will bring 

together a cross section of sectors as cultural services is a fundamental thread to many 

aspects of the council including health and wellbeing and tourism.   

Supplementary Question 

The Herefordshire Cultural Strategy 2019-29 recognised the vital importance of museums as 

part of the cultural infrastructure of the county and delivery of the Hereford City cultural 

quarter.  Can the administration confirm that it will prioritise partnership working with the 

cultural partnership and other local bodies project secures a substantial increase in 

investment to transform the Herefordshire Art Gallery and Museum.   

Response 

The Leader of the council replied that one of the objectives over the long term was to 

improve the cultural offering in the county, recognising the contribution this made to health 

and wellbeing. 
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